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The S2 Research Marketing Agency and Client Goals, Objectives and KPIs survey measured 

how both clients and communications firms feel about marketing measurement in 2021. The 

survey revealed several insights that, when employed in a marketing agency setting, can help 

those teams attract and retain more clients, and produce more meaningful marketing (as valued 

by the clients) as a result.

Below is a quick overview of the highlights from this study’s findings.

Clients are placing social media, digital marketing, SEO and content at the 

forefront of their 2021 marketing strategies.

Clients are planning to measure their marketing in 2021, and have specific plans

in place to do so. Most often, the metrics they’re measuring involve customer 

satisfaction above all else.

The majority of clients have already established measurable 2021 marketing 

goals. They’re most interested in partnering with agencies who can support those 

goals and their existing strategies.

The majority of agencies are not in alignment with their clients when it comes to 

thinking about marketing measurement. The agencies that can demonstrate that 

their thinking and measurement strategies are similar to their clients’ will have the 

highest likelihood of winning new business this year.

The majority of agencies have established 2021 marketing goals for their own 

firms, but lower shares are also tracking objectives and KPIs with their marketing 

as well. Research has shown us that measuring all three of these factors helps 

businesses succeed more often, and the agencies with a higher priority on internal 

measurement will see the highest results.
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The S2 Research Marketing Agency and Client Goals, Objectives and KPIs survey was 

designed to understand two major components about agency clients:

• What are the goals and tactics agency clients are most emphasizing in 2021?

• How are they measuring marketing success – both their own work, and their agency’s?

Based on these priorities, a 20-question survey was developed, designed to measure both 

client marketing priorities, and agency expectations of their own clients to measure alignment. 

To view this survey yourself, click here. Please note, the survey remains open for review, but 

collection for this project has been completed. 

MARKETERS, READ THIS!

Hey there, it’s Matt – the Market Research guy! Look, I’ve worked in agencies my whole career, 

and I get that if you work in a marketing agency, communications firm or even a busy marketing 

team, you’re in a hurry. That’s why I wanted to give you a cheat-sheet to get you through this 

report quick, while still sharing the right insights you need to do more business in 2021! 

Step 1: Skip the next page. Seriously, it’s the market research methodology mumbo jumbo 

that’s going to suck an entire minute from your day.

Step 2: Read the Executive Summary on p. 2. At a minimum there’s, like,

five major insights you’ll want to take away from this report, including some

points you’ll want to quote to your coworkers. They’re all in there.

Step 3: Read the Strategic Summaries on p. 7 and 18. I scooped those

sections’ specific insights into a map to help your agency’s 2021 client

marketing strategy get a whole lot stronger.

Step 4: Read the Agency Client Buyer Persona on p. 15. In fact, share it with your 

executive team, and bring it to the next agency brainstorm. That doc will seriously 

align your whole firm on the same page in the book about growing your agency!

That’s it! Follow these steps and you’ll have all the info you need. And, if you want 

even more info, peruse the whole report. Better yet, I’m available to share these 

insights with your team via webinar too. Click here to get in touch!

Remember, the insights in this study will help your agency do better marketing in 

2021. We’re all in this together, and I can’t wait to see you succeed!

https://corexms7l8dlpcn29wgn.sjc1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_8AfLEGbzREZvXed
https://www.s2research.com/our-team
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METHODOLOGY

The S2 Research Marketing Agency and Client Goals, Objectives and KPIs Survey was 

administered through an online outreach program through LinkedIn. Individuals who worked in 

marketing at any level – including in-house marketing teams, those with agency decision-making 

power, and agency employees themselves – across a variety of industries, company-sizes and 

North American regions were contacted, and their responses aggregated and included in the 

results.

From the period of October 1 through December 14, 2020, a total of 309 usable survey 

responses were collected. Based on a total est. 286k individuals working in advertising, 

promotions and marketing management roles (according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics), at the 

95% confidence level this study has a margin of error of ±5.6%. That means, if the survey were 

to be replicated again exactly the same with different respondents, 95 times out of 100 the 

responses would be within 5.6 points of the results presented in this report.

The survey results were then cleaned and checked for accuracy, and cross-tabulated using 

advanced data analysis and visualization software, in order to compare agency clients and 

agencies separately.

Want to learn more about using surveys to better understand your marketing audiences?

S2 Research can help! Click here to find out more.

GOALS, OBJECTIVES AND KPIs

A major part of this study emphasized the importance of goal setting within the context of 

business and marketing. Based on myriad studies that have helped prove the link between 

business goal setting and the achievement of business success (click here for further reading), 

this study hypothesized that businesses with clear goals, objectives and key performance 

indicators (KPIs) would be more likely to achieve marketing success in 2021.

Likewise, we also know that marketing measurement plays a major role in how businesses 

value marketing – specifically how likely a client is to know their marketing performed,

as well as whether their agency provided value (click here for further reading). With that in 

mind, this study also sought to demonstrate what share of clients are measuring marketing, and 

what metrics they’re using within that measurement plan.

https://www.bls.gov/ooh/management/advertising-promotions-and-marketing-managers.htm
https://www.s2research.com/survey-design
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/48999877/Hechavarria_Terjesen_et_al_2016_SBE_Taking_care_of_business.pdf?1474420217=&response-content-disposition=inline%3B+filename%3DTaking_care_of_business_the_impact_of_cu.pdf&Expires=1609873184&Signature=RnAxfSaWiTcduDx91AwuLIkDEx9CKw0EAuYZsNSLfgVRyBtoE4E0xbKiDqtEdGKNNatmhBp1Ppq94RT51E3ujAkkc34Kl67n6IUFDjOa1QJTCGaNGfu1BsxMQIsa1tYrTUbxiTZu69VXtBClzI7YccvonUTStI-pNOoIpalSjQ8ltkJjqwM13k96uvaav7KqxkgQCMWFzOdv8Ts-gW4-N7~i8noSyiFxp547DXzN95SLQV8KXmK4S1antHo5QOojQtHidSufdB~opTsAU9vNwrRFRs1uyC1i10OH9RKcWZtbUdOcTUE1KFZDKxoyqwe2Eh91mFrw2cZWKlCLvX24dg__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
https://escholarship.org/content/qt0vf400th/qt0vf400th.pdf
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Below are the top-level insights from the client-specific results from the survey, detailing how 

agency clients are thinking about marketing in 2021 – what tactics they’re including in their 

strategies, how they’re measuring success, and how they’re looping agencies into the strategy.

Clients are prioritizing Social Media, Digital 

Marketing, SEO and Content in their 2021 

marketing strategies.

Clients are determining if marketing is successful

in 2021 by measuring sales and revenue, customer 

lead and customer experience metrics.

The majority of clients have established 

2021 marketing goals. They believe

goals are an important part of marketing

and team-member alignment.

Nearly every client agreed that marketing is an 

important part of their business. They’re making 

it a priority, but not always including agencies in 

their planning processes.
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Overall, the majority of agency clients and in-house marketers plan to focus their 2021 

marketing efforts on social media, digital marketing and SEO, content marketing and 

copywriting and design. A larger share than among other previous surveys of ad agency clients 

are also interested in public relations than ever before (click here for further reading), while 

about 3 in 5 agency clients are also very focused on their website this year.

82%

75%

70%

69%

61%

60%

59%

58%

55%

51%

51%

Social Media

Digital Marketing and SEO

Content Marketing

Copywriting and Design

Public Relations

Web Design

Advertising (Media Planning and Buying)

Sales and Sales Support

Research and Insights

Lead Generation

Grassroots, Events and Direct Marketing

Share of Clients Using Specific Tactics 

in Their Marketing Strategies

https://www.s2research.com/download-marketing-decision-makers
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Nearly every client respondent said that sales and revenue metrics were the metrics that mattered 

most when determining marketing success in 2021, while more than 4 in 5 clients also said that 

conversion metrics greatly mattered. Meanwhile, about half of the audience also said that 

client/customer lead metrics and customer experience metrics were extremely important in 

measuring their marketing’s effectiveness.

71%

52%

52%

47%

36%

36%

35%

32%

32%

22%

21%

37%

31%

39%

36%

30%

44%

38%

35%

30%

6%

12%

8%

17%

23%

15%

25%

25%

35%

7%

5%

5%

10%

11%

6%

5%

9%

13%

Sales and Revenue Metrics

Client/Customer Lead Metrics

Customer Experience Metrics

Conversion Metrics

Brand and Market Metrics

Advertising Metrics

Digital Marketing Metrics

Website Metrics

Social Media Metrics

Public Relations Metrics

Extremely Important 3 2 Not Important

How Important Clients Consider Various Metrics 

When Measuring Marketing Success
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Client marketing goals…
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Two thirds of agency clients said that their business will have 

established, measurable marketing goals in 2021. Meanwhile, about a 

quarter said their business does not have established goals, and 

another 1 in 10 weren’t sure.

64%

57%

56%

55%

54%

Customer Experience Metrics

Conversion Metrics

Client Customer and Lead Metrics

Brand and Market Metrics

Sales and Revenue Metrics

The metrics that matter to client goals…

Among those clients who have established marketing goals for 2021, two thirds said that customer 

experience metrics were a part of those goals. Meanwhile, more than half also said their goals 

included measuring client/customer lead and conversion metrics as well.

Top Client Marketing Goal Metrics

Agency Marketing Insight!

Research shows us that establishing 

measurable goals hugely increases 

the likelihood of business success.

Capitalize on this by aligning with your 

clients who have goals, and helping 

those without establish them!
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On the perception of importance of marketing and goals, clients believed above all else that 

marketing is important toward achieving business success in 2021, and that establishing 

measurement goals, objectives and KPIs was important for internal team members and the 

business in general. Meanwhile, while two thirds of the audience did believe in establishing 

measurable goals, about a third of the client audience felt that establishing goals, objectives and 

KPIs was not important toward achieving marketing success.

68%

68%

73%

49%

63%

74%

25%

25%

22%

32%

28%

24%

16%

8%

Clear goals, objectives and KPIs will help our
business achieve success

Clear goals, objectives and KPIs help team
members do better work

It's important for internal team members to
understand a business's goals, objectives

and KPIs

It's important for vendors and strategic
partners to understand a business's goals,

objectives and KPIs

Goals, objectives and KPIs are important to
achieve marketing success

Marketing is important for achieving business
success

Agree 3 2 Disagree

How Much Clients Agree With Various 

Statements About Goals, Objectives and KPIs
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Clients believed more than anything that goals must be measured, while slightly smaller shares 

believed in the importance of measuring objectives and KPIs as well. 

66%

58%

56%

23%

35%

26%

10%

6%

14%

Goals

Objectives

KPIs

Extremely Important 3 2 Not Important

Marketing measurement plans…

About two third of the client audience has an established marketing measurement plan in place for 

2021. Meanwhile, about a fifth of the audience wasn’t sure if their business had a plan in place to 

measure marketing success.

Has a measurement plan
63%

Not sure
22%

Does not have 
measurement 

plan
15%

How Important Clients Consider Establishing 

Goals, Objectives and KPIs for Their Business

Share of Clients With an Established

Marketing Measurement Plan
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There’s a reason so many marketing masters are preaching the importance of establishing 

buyer personas in their agencies. It’s because they are proving incredibly powerful in modern 

marketing settings at keeping marketing teams laser-focused on the person that matters most 

to their marketing: the client. Click here to read more about buyer personas in action at 

agencies like yours.

Know their story.

Buyer personas are the story behind your audience – in this case, your future clients. It answers 

the important marketing questions, helping you paint a picture of who your marketing is truly 

trying to reach. And it takes that information and shares it back in a way that’s deeper and 

more engaging than traditional stats and facts. Personas are literally creative inspiration for 

your marketing team!

A buyer persona is the difference between ‘young-adult farmers seeking intergalactic adventure’ 

and ‘Luke Skywalker.’ Which description would help you create better marketing?

Agency Marketing Insight!

You need to be using Buyer Personas in your marketing. Personas 

align your entire team on messaging, strategy, and segmentation 

priority. Simply put, they help you produce better results!

Even better, developing marketing personas annually for your clients

can also become a new revenue driver for your business – and clients 

appreciate it because they see the results! Everyone wins!

THE CLIENT BUYER PERSONA…

Hey, it’s Matt again! As I was putting this study together, I realized I had a ton 

of great information to develop an effective agency client buyer persona that 

you could use with your marketing team today! The persona can be found on 

the next two pages.

While based on much of the data found in this report, I’ve also 

incorporated information from several other studies I’ve conducted 

recently, along with a few additional secondary sources. To take a 

look at the full list of the agency research studies available, click here. 

https://www.s2research.com/blog/buyerpersonasurveys
https://www.s2research.com/whitepapers
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Alex is a small business owner who handles marketing in house. 

He started his company less than 10 years ago, and while he’s 

been relatively successful, 2020 wreaked havoc on his normal 

business operations.

What is his current situation?
Alex’s business survived 2020, and he’s mentally made it his 

mission to make 2021 a better year. He’s put a marketing plan 

together, predominantly built around social media, search and 

content, and has a small team in house to help execute.

His  No. 1 marketing goal is to improve customer experience, 

but he plans to track sales and revenue metrics heavily as well.

Agency Client Alex

What does he want?
Alex wants a successful 2021, which for him will mean satisfied customers and increases to his 

bottom line. He’s been on overdrive since the Pandemic started, and even though he’s busy, his 

business is still struggling. His marketing plan is strategic, and he even has steps in place to 

measure its success. However, he wants to know it’s the best strategy possible, and that it will be 

executed perfectly – because he believes his customers will leave him if they witness anything less.

What problems does he encounter? How does this make him feel?
Alex and his team routinely run out of time when it comes to making their marketing work. He’s also 

pretty sure everything he does isn’t working, at least not as well as he’d expected, and wonders if 

that’s because his team isn’t experienced enough to handle everything they’ve come up with. This 

adds to his stress, and makes him question which marketing tactics are most important. 

What are his beliefs about these problems?
Alex believes that success in 2021 will revolve around happy customers, and is focusing on 

creating great customer experiences with his marketing as a result. He also believes his customers 

aren’t spending as much money as they once were, and he must do everything he can to attract as 

many as possible to keep his doors open and revenue strong.

What might lead him to seek a solution?
When marketing becomes too much, and Alex can see that he’s leaving real results on the table, 

he’ll seek a solution. He’s aware of agencies, but would still rather keep marketing in house if 

possible. Ideally, he’d like to find an agency that can support the strategy he and his team are 

already doing, and will start looking for a firm once he recognizes a real gap in how much he wants 

to accomplish and what his own team can manage.
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What noise does he hear in the marketplace?
Even though it’s hard, Alex has managed to continue business networking, albeit through Zoom, 

and has developed some good relationships with other business owners sharing advice. He’s also 

hit every single day with dozens of ads online from business experts and consultants offering to 

help save his business – as long as he pays a ton of money ahead of time. He reads all of it, but so 

far they all seem like they’re took good to be true, which usually means they probably are.

Why would he trust an agency? What would give them authority?
Alex has been approached by agencies before, but most have never worked directly in his industry, 

and even fewer have real previous results to show him. If an agency could help him understand the 

value they bring – and, for Alex, it has to be real value he can plan for and count on – and also

made sure they appeared easy to work with, he’d recognize that agency as a trusted marketing 

authority. As a bonus, if that agency already had a positive reputation working with businesses like 

his, especially with trusted referrals, he’d value that agency's authority even more.

What is he thinking before he considers an agency?
There’s so much to do, and Alex isn’t a marketing expert. He just wants his business to succeed, 

and is overwhelmed by the amount of marketing ideas to consider and measure.

What is he thinking when he’s made aware of an agency?
Everyone seems to have ideas, but they all want money, a precious commodity right now. Most look 

like scams, or that they’ll end up creating more work for Alex and his team in the end.

What is he thinking when considering an agency?
There’s some good marketing firms out there that can help him, and now he just needs to find the 

right one to hire. That needs to be the firm that’s easiest to work with, and has produced the best 

results in the past. Next, he just needs to vet them – if only there was more time.

What does he feel like if he loses?
Well, that was a waste of money. The agency wanted Alex and his team to basically do all the work, 

and they were charging an arm and a leg to do it. He didn’t get any new customers, lost a ton of 

cash, and really feels the weight of 2021 on his shoulders.

What does he feel like if he wins?
Wow, what an awesome experience. Aside from Alex and his team feeling tremendously less 

stress, his business is actually making more money. He’s even recognizing new customers and 

leads, and his return customers are excited to do business with him again. He’s considering 

partnering even more with this agency, because they’re great at taking things off his plate and 

helping him see more business success!



Are agencies and their 
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Below are the top-level insights from the survey that compare actual client marketing perceptions 

against agency preparedness and thinking alignment. While clients are prioritizing specific tactics in 

their marketing that many agencies offer, priorities on other tactics can help agencies differentiate 

themselves. When combined with detailed measurement plans to help maximize and prove results, 

those agencies are then much more likely to build authority within the minds of their target client 

audiences.

While most agencies offer Social Media, Digital 

Marketing and Content, clients are asking for 

Public Relations and Sales Support in 2021 as 

well. This is an opportunity for agencies.

Clients are placing a greater emphasis on marketing 

measurement in 2021 than most agencies believe. 

Those agencies who can prove the value of their 

results will be the agencies clients trust most.

Overall, clients are asking for marketing partners

who can deliver great ideas that deliver real, measurable 

marketing results that complement their in-house strategies.
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Nearly every client in the study said they’re planning a 2021 marketing strategy heavily based 

on social media and digital. Only about half of agencies, meanwhile, said they were currently 

offering those services, and slightly less offering content marketing as well.

56%

54%

45%

53%

28%

41%

44%

17%

53%

36%

23%

82%

75%

70%

69%

61%

60%

59%

58%

55%

51%

51%

Social Media

Digital Marketing 

and SEO

Content Marketing

Copywriting and Design

Public Relations

Web Design

Advertising (Media 

Planning and Buying)

Sales and Support

Research and Insights

Lead Generation

Grassroots, Events and 

Direct Marketing

Agency Services Client Strategies

Agency Marketing Insight!

Differentiate yourself. The majority of agencies interviewed said 

they’re not currently offering public relations or sales support 

marketing services. Meanwhile, about 3 in 5 clients plan to 

incorporate these tactics into their 2021 strategies! Wow them!
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Agencies in this study, overall, vastly underappreciated the share of their clients who were 

planning to measure specific marketing metrics as part of their 2021 strategies. More than half of 

clients included in this survey said they were planning to measure at least one of the marketing 

metrics assessed, and a full two-thirds of clients said that customer experience metrics were the 

most important of these measurements.

This is compared with just a third of agencies who believed their clients who were planning to track 

these metrics in 2021. Bottom line, clients are measuring their marketing’s performance, and 

agencies that can help them will be the ones that stand out.

34%

33%

33%

37%

38%

Customer Experience Metrics

Conversion Metrics

Client/Customer and Lead Metrics

Brand and Market Metrics

Sales and Revenue Metrics

64%

57%

56%

55%

54%

Customer Experience Metrics

Conversion Metrics

Client Customer and Lead Metrics

Brand and Market Metrics

Sales and Revenue Metrics

Share of Clients Measuring Various Metrics in Their 2021 Goals
Compared Against

Agency Beliefs Regarding Clients and Goal Metric Measurement
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Two thirds of clients said they have a specific marketing measure plan they will be using in 

2021 to measure their marketing’s effectiveness. While we saw on the previous page that 

agencies believed clients were overall not focused on measuring any of the metrics tested, the 

majority of agencies did believe their clients had a plan in place to measure marketing in 2021. 

57% 14%

Has a measurement plan
63%

Not sure
22%

Does not have 
measurement 

plan
15%

Agency plans for client measurement…

Considering the emphasis on client marketing measurement, two thirds of agencies included in 

this study said that have a specific plan in place to measure the effectiveness of their clients’ 

marketing in 2021. This audience has acknowledged that marketing measurement is a priority 

for their clients, and is putting steps into place to offer marketing measurement services.

Meanwhile, about a quarter of agencies have not put steps into place to measure client 

marketing results in 2021.

Has a client marketing 
measurement plan

65%

Not sure
13%

Does not have client 
measurement plan

23%

Share of Clients With a Marketing Measurement Plan
Compared Against

Agency Beliefs Regarding Share of Clients With Measurement Plan

Share of Agencies With a Plan to Measure Client Marketing
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Nearly every agency believed that understanding their clients’ goals, objectives and KPIs was 

important for their own team members to do better marketing, and, as a result, produce better 

work for their clients. Meanwhile, a smaller share of the audience said their agency actually offers

marketing goal-setting consultation services to their clients, presenting an opportunity for savvy 

agencies moving forward.

63%

68%

71%

59%

32%

29%

28%

32%

Setting clear goals, objectives and KPIs with
our clients will help them achieve success

Setting clear goals, objectives and KPIs will
help our team do better work for our clients

It's important for our team members to
understand our clients' goals, objectives and

KPIs

As part of our agency services, we help
clients set goals, objectives and KPIs

Agree 3 2 Disagree

How Much Agencies Agree With Various Statements About 

Establishing Client Goals, Objectives and KPIs

Clients want an agency

that delivers real marketing results!

Differentiate your team by sharing

how your firm measures client marketing!
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of marketing agencies

have established
specific marketing

goals for 2021

Agency marketing goals…
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When it comes to marketing their own 

brands, more than two thirds of agencies 

have established specific, measurable 

marketing goals for 2021.

What is your firm planning to achieve 

this year?

46%

45%

44%

43%

36%

Sales and Revenue Metrics

Brand and Market Metrics

Client and Lead Metrics

Conversion Metrics

Client Experience Metrics

The metrics that matter to agency goals…

Above all else, clients are focused on measuring sales and revenue metrics as part of their 2021 

goals, followed closely by brand and market metrics (their awareness in their industry, vertical, 

area or niche) and client lead metrics. Agencies, meanwhile, placed less of a priority focusing on 

client experience metrics.

Top Agency Marketing Goal Metrics

Want to add marketing measurement

services to your agency? Click here!

Agency Marketing Insight!

Most agencies aren’t 

prioritizing client experience 

into their goals. Stand out 

from the crowd by being the 

firm that Wow’s your clients!

https://www.s2research.com/marketing-measurement
https://www.s2research.com/marketing-measurement
https://www.s2research.com/marketing-measurement
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When asked how much they agree with various questions about marketing, goals and 

measurement, more than anything agencies agreed that marketing is important for achieving 

business success, and that it is important for internal agency team members to understand the 

firm’s goals, objectives and KPIs. Those same goals, objectives and KPIs, however, did not hold 

as much overall importance among agency respondents in terms of helping to deliver real value to 

the agency, and even fewer believed that their vendors and strategic partners would benefit from 

understand their agency’s 2021 goals as well.

68%

63%

73%

49%

68%

83%

28%

31%

24%

33%

28%

12%

16%

Clear goals, objectives and KPIs will help our
business achieve success

Clear goals, objectives and KPIs help team
members do better work

It's important for internal team members to
understand a business's goals, objectives

and KPIs

It's important for vendors and strategic
partners to understand a business's goals,

objectives and KPIs

Goals, objectives and KPIs are important to
achieve marketing success

Marketing is important for achieving business
success

Agree 3 2 Disagree

How Much Agencies Agree With Various Statements About 

Establishing Goals, Objectives and KPIs for Their Agency
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When asked about marketing success and the metrics used to determine the value of those 

achievements, agencies said that sales and revenue metrics were of most important, followed 

closely by client experience metrics. Lead and conversion metrics followed, though at a much 

lower rate of likelihood of importance for this audience.

Simply put, while sales and revenue are the primary goals of agencies in 2021, they’re making 

their marketing work toward two specific functions: happy clients, and better bottom line.

65%

61%

48%

46%

44%

39%

38%

37%

34%

27%

28%

26%

31%

35%

31%

35%

30%

30%

42%

31%

12%

21%

18%

22%

22%

23%

30%

17%

29%

9%

8%

13%

Sales and Revenue Metrics

Client Experience Metrics

Conversion Metrics

Client Lead Metrics

Brand and Market Metrics

Digital Marketing Metrics

Social Media Metrics

Website Metrics

Advertising Metrics

Public Relations Metrics

Extremely Important 3 2 Not Important

How Important Agencies Consider Various Metrics 

When Measuring Their Own Marketing Success
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Agencies believed that establishing measurable goals, more than anything, would benefit their 

business. However, while research has established that goals are much more likely to be

accomplished when broken into specific, measurable objectives and routinely weighed against pre-

established KPIs (click here to read more about this topic), agencies overall felt significantly less 

importance toward considering establishing both objectives and KPIs for their firm.

73%

57%

50%

24%

38%

36%

5%

14%

Goals

Objectives

KPIs

Extremely Important 3 2 Not Important

Marketing measurement plans…

The majority of agencies surveyed stated they have a measurement plan in place to determine the 

effectiveness of their own agency marketing in 2021. As we saw on the previous pages, sales 

revenue and client satisfaction metric measurements weigh heavily on these agency strategies, 

Meanwhile, about 1 in 5 agencies do not have a marketing measurement plan in place for their 2021 

agency marketing strategy. Marketing research has demonstrated that measuring a firm’s 

marketing can literally help them achieve more business. If you want to implement a plan to 

measure your agency’s efforts, let me help! Click here for more info!

Has a measurement plan
67%

Not sure
14%

Does not have 
measurement 

plan
19%

How Important Agencies Consider Establishing 

Goals, Objectives and KPIs for Their Business

Share of Agencies With an Established

Marketing Measurement Plan

https://www.s2research.com/blog/measure-what-matters
https://www.s2research.com/our-team
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Western States
35%

Southern States
22%

Midwestern States
15%

Eastern States
26%

Other North America

2%

Client Respondents

Western States
56%

Southern States
13%

Midwestern States
8%

Eastern States
21%

Other North America

2%

Agency Respondents
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Client Respondents

1%

26%

39%

20%

11%

3%

Board member

C-level executive

Manager or director

Staff-level employee

Business owner / self-employed

Other

Agency Respondents

1%

28%

23%

8%

36%

3%

Board member

C-level executive

Manager or director

Staff-level employee

Business owner / self-employed

Other

Manages marketing only
25%

Manages marketing and other operations
48%

Not involved in marketing
28%

Involvement with Marketing
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55%

43%

42%

41%

35%

34%

33%

33%

32%

30%

28%

28%

27%

25%

24%

23%

23%

23%

18%

17%

14%

6%

22%

18%

12%

8%

10%

11%

10%

6%

6%

5%

5%

10%

6%

8%

8%

6%

3%

5%

3%

4%

3%

1%

1%

34%

Agency Clients Client Respondents

Health Care

Consumer Services

Retail

Non-Profit

Entertainment

Education

Hospitality

Travel and Leisure

Health and Fitness

Restaurant and Bar

Finance and Accounting

Real Estate

Construction and Development

Logistics and Business Services

Government

Legal Firms and Services

Marijuana, Cannabis and Related

Utilities

Casino Gaming

Event Production

Engineering

Religious

Other
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Interested in adding the marketing measurement services

your clients are already asking for? I’m here to help!

Get in touch today!

Hi, I’m Matt Seltzer. I conduct market 

research for agencies like yours.

Did you know that 95% of agency clients expect their 

marketing firm to conduct market research regularly on their 

accounts?

That’s because clients know that great market research 

insights are the foundation for great agency marketing.

Unfortunately, most small to mid-sized marketing firms don’t 

have access to an in-house market research team. That 

means they’re leaving results, and money, on the table. 

That’s why I started S2 Research – to help strategic 

communications teams add research into their 

marketing programs and client service offerings.

If your agency doesn’t yet have a dedicated market research 

team, let’s connect!

Click here to schedule a meeting with me!

Matt@S2Research.com

Connect on LinkedIn

https://meetings.hubspot.com/matt1743
mailto:Matt@S2Research.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/matthewseltzer/

